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Presentation
Ten years ago plans of starting a new whisky distillery at the Shetland islands were announced. The plan was to place it at an old military base on the 

island Unst which is the most northern inhabited island in the United Kingdom. That would have made it to the most northern whisky distillery in 

Scotland. The project never reached beyond the planning stage. The starting point of this thesis project has been to design a new whisky distillery with 

focus on its functions based on the early pre-study that was made several years ago. There are today a small brewery close to the site. The brewer was 

one of the first persons I got in touch with. He told me that the plans about the whisky distillery had been brought up again and helped me get in touch 

with others involved. There are several advantages of building a distillery on Unst. It is a good climate for storing whisky, there is an existing tourism, 

it is a unique place, access to clean water and a lot of vacant land. It would also give a number of positive affects back to Unst and the Shetland islands 

such as e.g work, tourism and taxes. The demilitarization of western europe has led to a hight number of vacant buildings but also a loss of jobs. This 

has result in a search after new functions for these places. The last few years there has been a growing interest in small scale production. This has been 

very visible in the brewing industry with many small micro breweries being started and has led to a higher variety and new local jobs. Starting a new 

whiskey distillery is much more complicated but the same development can be seen around the world. 

Context 
The shetland islands is sited 60 degrees north and about 250 km from the Scottish mainland. The islands consist of 15 inhabited islands with a total 

of 22 200 inhabitants of which 700 live on Unst. The connection to the Scottish mainland is good but the ferry is dependent on the weather. The local 

transport is much more reliable and can take you almost everywhere on the islands. The landscape of Unst is vast and lack trees. The perhaps most im-

portant element is the many ruins from different times that play an important role in the character of the landscape. Most of the ruins are craft houses 

from the 19th century. The wind is constantly present and high wind speeds are common. The climate is even during the year. Summer temperatures 

stay around 20 and around 5 degrees during winter which makes snow very rare. The site is situated at Saxa Vord domestic which lies on the north part 

of the island by the bay Haraoldswick. It was earlier used for housing for the 250 who worked at the radar station which closed in 2006. The area was 

built during the 50s and had back then a military character with low barrack looking buildings. Most of them were replaced with new during the early 

90s by NATO-standard. That gave the area its current character. The buildings contain today holiday homes, a summer open restaurant, a chocolate 

factory, a brewery and a youth hostel. Many buildings are still empty such as the energy building and the storage building west of the plot. To produce 

whisky 4 ingredients is needed: water, barley (malt), peat and yeast. The production is craft oriented even if a lot has been automatized. The methods 

are still traditional with copper stills for the distillations and oak casks for storage. Modern distilleries often buy finished malt and so will this distillery. 

But it will also produce a small amount of malt from barley as illustrated. A whisky distillery needs a lot of energy for the processes and electricity is 

an effective way of creating heat with a low energy loss. It can be combined with a local shared heating system for the waste heat. The distillations need 

pressurized water at 110-120 °C. High temperature waste heat could be stored in accumulator tanks. Draft is the largest bi product and is about 25% 

of the malt. It can be used as animal feed after separation and could be sold to local farmers.The Shetland islands has during the last few years changed 

from being dominated by fishing and farming. The oil industry together with aquaculture are today the maybe largest employers and are contributed 

in a great extent to the economy. Tourism has been important from the late 19th century and can still be further developed but is dependent on the 

season. The reasons people come to visit the Shetland islands and Unst is to experience a mystic and exotic place. The location, nature and history are 

other things that attract people to visit Unst. The shetland islands had in total 104 300 visitors 2006. 

Starting point
The project started with the plans from the early pre-study that was made together with the whisky equipment manufacturer Forsythes. The early 

outline of the project was to design a rational building and to use as little new land as possible. What I wanted to study with this project was a new 

alternative building having the existing proposal as an starting point. I was also interested in how a building can help creating an authentic product 

and the generality of the building. An industrial building can be very general in relation to its program but also sometimes very specific depending on 

the program. Even though whisky is an expensive product it is not necessary produced in an exclusive environment. It is a process about craft. This 

building is meant to promote that humble approach and focus on the process. 
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The Process
Before the project started I interviewed one of the architects involved in the new Mackmyra distillery which I also visited during the first week. In 

February I visited the site the Shetlands and the Highland park distillery on the Orkney islands. The program has been adapted during the process 

in order to work better with tourism. It is dimensioned after a production of 120 200 liters and 2-4 employees. That means about 20 casks per week. 

It can be compared with the production of the Mackmyra distillery that produces 1.8 or the Highland Park distillery that is 2.5 million liter per year. 

The old proposal lacked spaces for visitors and the circulation spaces were rather small. I added aditional spaces for visitors including a bar and 

tasting room, an exhibition space and a store. It was also important creating more generous circulation spaces.  The early idea for the volume was 

to shield the public part of the building from the strong winds coming from south-west. Different dispositions of the program was tried and led to 

a separation of the visitor part from the production part. The higher visitor part gave a natural gathering point and allowed a top floor with views 

of the landscape while the lower related to the buildings west of the site. The production part evolved from having some functions mixed with the 

public program to a more clear separation. The facade changed during the process from the earliest idea of using large fiber concrete boards to using 

horizontal strips with visible battens. The idea behind it was finding a material that relate to the rough environment, add a smaller scale, need a low 

maintenance and correspond with the idea of an industrial craft. During the process I investigated the raw products needed in the production. I 

looked at quantities of land and the volumes needed. That led me too an idea for the forecourt that followed the same logic as the production volume.

The building 
The intension has been to design a rather simple building that could be built by local workers. The wood could be prefabricated and allow a fast con-

struction. The proposed structural system is based around the dimensions of the equipment. The stabilizing core consists of two in situ cast concrete 

towers. The main load bearing system are glue laminated columns and beams which stand on a concrete slab. Both the primary structure and the 

secondary structure are reveled on the inside.The building consist of a production part and a combined visitor and service part with a connecting 

forecourt. The production volume contains a large flexible space with a few separating walls allowing a linear production. The visitor and service 

part is slightly higher then the production volume and is sited parallel with the road from which the visitors would come. The forecourt provide the 

building with a public link which can be open at all times. The visitors gather in the store after parking and walking through the forecourt. That is 

where the tour starts with a glimpse of the products before it continues through the forecourt. It shows and produces the raw products needed for 100 

bottles of whisky. The garden contains a water vat, a heather field that produces peat, a bere field (which is a local kind of barley) and a small windmill 

(which produce the energy needed). These elements are all surrounded by small walls for protection and allowing groups to be seated during parts 

of the tour. Along the building side is a roof covered walkway which could be used during bad weather. The garden could possible be maintained by 

local farmers in exchange for the byproducts that can be used as animal feed. After that the tour continues in to the first part of the production build-

ing where the visitors enter and walk up a stair to access the visitor balcony. The first part only produces a small amount of the malt. The production 

part ends by the filling of the casks where the visitors also get a view of the vast landscape. The tour ends one floor above from where it started in an 

exhibition room. The floor above is the bar and tasting room with large windows framing the landscape and is meant to be visited after the exhibition.

The staff has a number of rooms in between the public spaces and the production. The most labour intensive part of production has been positioned 

close to these rooms. On the ground floor there is a cooperage and on the first floor a control room with windows into to the stills. The staff rooms on 

the top floor contain more recreation programs with views on the landscape. The visitor balcony would be used for accessing the top of the produc-

tion equipment. The space underneath would work as the main circulation way. It has low windows which provide glimpses on the equipment from 

the forecourt. The backside of the building has a number of large sliding doors allowing equipment to be changed. It also has a large roof covered 

storage space for empty casks, bi-product canisters and for deliveries. 
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Shetland islands and Unst

Key buildingsKommunikation

Muckle Flugga Lighthouse Saxa Vord Radar Dome Unst Airport Hangar Muness Castle Typical Croft HouseFerry to Aberdeen and Kirkwall 16-20 h Flight to Kirkwall, Aberdeen, Edinburgh, 
Glasgow and Bergen 1-2 h

Local ferry between  
Shetland islands 20 min

Local bus between 
Shetland islands 30-60 min
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Saxa Vord Domestic
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Interiors and floorplans

Tasting room

Second floor 1:200 First floor 1:200

Production space



6. Distillation
6. Mesh still (The 1st distillation result in 
a sprit at 20-26% and take 6-8h)
6.2 Low wine tank (L.W.R)(The low wines are 
gathered and distilled a second time)
6.3 Spirit still (The 2nd distillation result in 
a sprit at 70% and take 6-8h)
6.4 Feint tank (The after sperit is gathered and 
distilled another time)
6.5 Intermediat tank (I.S.R)(Gather the 
finished sperit)
6.6 Spirit safe
6.7 Intermediat pot ale tank

7. Filling store
7.1 Cask filling tank
(Dilution to whished strenght with water)
7.2 Cask filling (Risk of explosions)

8. Storage
8.1 The Cask storage (Tunnorna lagras minst 3 år i tunnor av ek)
(Temperatures between 11-14°C)(Risk of explosions)

1. Malting
1.1 Barley hopper
1.2 Steeping tank (watering of malt and transform amides
to suger and take about 2-3 days) 
1.3 Malting floor (drying the malt on a large floor)

2. Kilning
2.1 Malt hopper
2.2 Kiln (large owen to fry and smoke the malt with peat 
and take about 2 days)(Risk of fire)

3. Milling
3.1 Malt mill (Mill the malt to a flour called grist)
(Risk of explosions)
3.2 Grist hopper

4. Meshing
4.1 Mesh tank (transform the remaining amide to 
suger and take about 8h)(the liquid that is created is called wort)
4.2 Balance tank (Separate wort from draft and rests of barley)
4.3 Hot Liquor Tank (Pre-heat the water in which the mesh  
is washed in)

5. Fermantation
5.1 Fermentation tan (transform the suger in the wort when 
yeast is added to alcohol at 7,5% and take about two 2 days)

9. Botteling
9.1 Cask emtying
9.2 Botteling tank
9.3 Botteling machine

Produktionsdelar

10. Distribution
10.1 Loading bay (From the distillery are 
the bottles delivered to wholesale dealers)

6. Distillation 7. Cask filling 8. Storage1. Malting 2. Mashing 3. Milling 4. Melting 5. Fermentation 9. Botteling
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Program and Distillery process



Exteriors and construction

View from southForecourt

Concrete core 1:400 Primary structure 1:800 Volume 1:800



Sections

Section A 1:200

Section B 1:200

Landscape section

Section 1:1000



Information sign 1:100 Barley 1:100 Heather 1:100 Supporting stone wall 1:100Stone wall with seating surface 1:100Water canister 1:100

Elevations

West 1:200

East 1:200

Garden elements



Elevation

North 1:200

South 1:200



Sections

Section D 1:200

Section C 1:200



Details

Construction

Roof: 5 mm Protective layer, 25 mm Cellular plastic insulation, Bitumen membrane, 22 mm plywood, 150 mm insulation, 100 mm insulation, Damp proof membrane, 
22 mm plywood

Exterior wall: 10 mm fiber cement board, 34 mm ventilation gap, 22 plywood, Damp proof membrane, 50 mm insulation, 150 mm insulation, Damp proof membrane, 
22 mm plywood

Ground: Fibre cloth, Drainage layer, 100 mm Cellular plastic insulation, 250 mm Concrete

Facade 1:50

Horizontal section 1:50

Section 1:50



Tasting room

Plan and section 1:100



Process


